Elevation homework
Line weights
Heavy line weight

• To draw the ground plane and perimeter of the elevation
• Break line
• Sectional cut (except the inside crossed lines – light line)
  • Examples – window
  • Glass - heavy
  • Window jamb - intermediate
• Notes and arrow (except leader – light line)
Medium line weight – objects that are elevated surface

• The perimeter around the wall and base cabinets
• Plumbing fixture - Faucet
• All handles
• Appliances profile
• Countertop and toe kick
• These lines identify the spatial edge of each object in elevation
light line weight

• To draw the individual cabinet
  • Doors
  • Open
  • drawers (6” d)
  • apron (4” h)
• To draw surface patterns (back splash), molding patterns
• Recessed light and light beam
• Dashed lines
  • Long dashed lines
    • To indicate the swing direction of operable doors
  • Short dashed lines
    • To indicate the kitchen sink depth, wall cabinets shelving, hidden objects